Density functional theory for inhomogeneous ring polymeric fluids.
The modeling of ring polymers remains a challenge in classical density functional theory (DFT) due to the difficulty in solving the direct bond connectivity of the ring architecture without free ends. By considering the feature that all of the segments in a ring are equivalent, we give an algorithm to solve the integral of direct bond connectivity for ideal ring polymers, and therefore propose a DFT for inhomogeneous ring polymers, where the excess free energy functional is extended from an equation of state (EOS). This EOS exhibits better agreement than other EOSs for the compressibility factors, compared to Monte Carlo data. Importantly, the DFT satisfactorily reproduces the data of the configurational-bias Monte Carlo (CBMC) simulations for ring polymers. The local density profiles from the DFT show that the bead density of inhomogeneous ring fluids is independent of ring size, which is also confirmed by the CBMC simulations. Interestingly, the behavior of solvation force for ring polymers is quite similar to that of the polymers with infinite chain length.